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Abstract 
This work addresses the real-time problem of managing take-off and landing operations in presence of traffic disturbances at a 
busy Terminal Control Area (TCA). The possible aircraft conflict detection and resolution actions are aircraft timing and 
routing decisions. An important objective of traffic controllers is the minimization of delay propagation, which may reduce 
the aircraft travel times and their energy consumption. To improve the effectiveness of air traffic monitoring and control in a 
busy TCA, we present an optimization-based decision support system based on a rolling horizon framework. The problem is 
modelled via an alternative graph formulation, i.e. a detailed model of air traffic flows in the TCA, and solved by aircraft 
rescheduling and rerouting algorithms. We compare a truncated branch and bound algorithm for aircraft rescheduling with 
fixed routes, a tabu search scheme for combined aircraft rescheduling and rerouting, and the first in first out (FIFO) rule that 
we use as a surrogate for the dispatchers behaviour. Computational experiments are based on practical size instances from the 
Milan Malpensa airport, in Italy. Disturbed traffic situations are generated by simulating various sets of delayed 
landing/departing aircraft and a temporarily blocked runway. We evaluate different parameters of the rolling horizon 
framework, such as the frequency of aircraft retiming and rerouting and the time horizon of prediction, i.e., the extension of 
the current traffic flow forecast, including roll and look-ahead periods. The roll period is the time shift between the start of 
successive traffic predictions. A detailed analysis of the experimental results demonstrate that the solutions produced by the 
optimization algorithms are of better quality compared to FIFO, in terms of delay and travel time minimization. However, the 
optimization approaches require frequent re-timing and re-routing in consecutive time horizons. 
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1. Introduction  
1.1. Problem description 
An increasing problem that air traffic controllers have to face nowadays is the grow of traffic demand while 
the availability of new airport resources is very limited. Aviation authorities are thus seeking methods to better 
use the existing infrastructures and to better manage aircraft movements in the proximity of airports, improving 
aircraft punctuality and respecting all safety regulations. 
This paper deals with the development of advanced optimization approaches for improving the real-time 
management of disturbed aircraft operations at busy airports. From a logical point of view, Air Traffic Control 
(ATC) decisions in a Terminal Control Area TCA can be broadly divided into: (i) Routing decisions, where an 
origin-destination route for each aircraft has to be chosen regarding air segments and runways; (ii) Timing 
decisions, where routes are fixed under traffic regulation constraints and aircraft passing timing have to be 
determined in each air segment, runway and (eventually) holding circle. In practice, routing (i) and timing (ii) 
decisions in a TCA are taken simultaneously and a given performance index is optimized. The main objective of 
routing decisions is typically to balance the use of critical resources while the whole process is to limit aircraft 
delays and energy consumption [1].    
Decision Support Systems (DSSs) based on optimization algorithms may help to exploit at most the capacity 
available in a TCA during operations. The optimization of take-off/landing operations is an important factor to 
improve the performance of the entire ATC system. However, ATC operations are still mainly performed by 
human controllers with only a limited aid from automated systems. In most cases, computer support consists of a 
graphical representation of the current aircraft position and speed. As a result, delays are not effectively limited 
during landing and take-off operations. The optimization-based DSS developed in this work may support 
controllers to dynamically exploit at most the capacity available in the terminal control area (TCA) during 
disturbed situations and busy traffic. 
For each TCA, landing aircraft move along predefined routes from an entry fix to runway following a standard 
descent profile. During all the approach phases, a minimum separation between every pair of consecutive aircraft 
must be guaranteed. This standard separation depends on the type and relative positions of the two aircraft (at the 
same or different altitude). By considering the different aircraft speeds, the safety distance can be translated in a 
separation time. Similarly, departing aircraft leave the runway moving towards the assigned exit fix along an 
ascent profile, respecting separation standards. The runway can be occupied by only one aircraft at a time, and a 
separation time should be ensured between any pair of aircraft. Once a landing/departing aircraft enters the TCA 
it should proceed to the runway. However, airborne (ground) holding circles can be used to make aircraft wait in 
flight (at ground level) until they can be guided into the landing (take-off) sequence. Real-time traffic 
management copes with potential aircraft conflicts by adjusting the off-line plan (timetable) in terms of retiming, 
reordering, rerouting and holding actions. A conflict occurs whenever aircraft traversing the same resource (i.e. 
air segment or runway) do not respect the minimum separation time required for safety reasons. Separation times 
depend not only on the aircraft sequence but also on the route chosen for consecutive aircraft. 
1.2. Literature review 
The Aircraft Traffic Flow Management (ATFM) problem has been the subject of several studies, see e.g. [1-
4,9,11]. In our view, ATFM models can be broadly classified into two kind of formulations: basic or detailed. In 
basic models, only the runways are included in the TCA, while detailed models also schedule aircraft on other 
relevant TCA resources. Most of the early papers on ATFM falls in the former category and the choice is 
motivated by the fact that the runways are often the bottleneck of the TCA.   
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With a basic model the ATFM for TCA problem is typically formulated as a single/parallel machine 
scheduling problem, while detailed models represent this problem as a job shop scheduling. In general, basic 
models are more tractable than detailed models and may lead to useful insights for the problem. At the same time, 
they are less realistic since bottleneck situations may also happen in air segments of the TCA and in any case a 
solution that is feasible for a basic model may not be feasible in practice. In the detailed level of modelling, see 
e.g. [2,4], additional constraints and problem characteristics can be included. In this paper we use a detailed 
ATFM-TCA based on the alternative graph formulation of [12].  
Recent studies have been dedicated to a complementary problem that is the en-route traffic flow management 
problem in large networks connecting multiple airports [3,5,11]. Their approach presents a broader view on delay 
propagation compared to ATFM-TCA models but the adopted models are macroscopic (i.e., airport capacity is 
not considered) and potential conflicts between aircraft are therefore not visible at the level of air segments and 
runways but in terms of aggregated flight paths only.   
1.3. Paper contribution 
The problem of reacting to disturbed traffic conditions is a key issue in air traffic control practice (see, e.g., 
[14,15]). This paper focuses on the real-time control problem to provide optimal conflict-free airborne decisions 
at the TCA.  Similar problems are also studied in railway transportation field for reordering and rerouting 
problems [6-7]. However, the two types of problems have a quite different structure and require careful 
adaptation of existing mathematical models and solution methods.   
In a recent work on the ATFM-TCA problem with fixed routes, we developed a branch and bound algorithm 
in which aircraft routes are decided at preliminary step [8]. In this work the ATFM-TCA problem with flexible 
routing is addressed. Due to the problem complexity, we first divide it into two sub-problems. A rerouting 
problem, in which a route among a set of rerouting possibilities is associated to each aircraft, and a rescheduling 
problem in which a start time is assigned to each operation. 
The ATFM-TCA problem is modelled as a generalized job shop scheduling problem and is formulated via 
alternative graphs [12], that are able to enrich the model of [4] by including additional real-world constraints, 
such as holding circles, time windows for aircraft travel times, multiple capacity of air segments and blocking 
constraints at runways. This formulation allows accurate modelling of future air traffic flows on the basis of the 
actual aircraft positions and speeds, and safety constraints. In [13], preliminary experiments on a runway 
rerouting strategy have been proposed for Rome Fiumicino (FCO) airport for small time horizons. In this work, 
we investigate the performance of retiming and rerouting algorithms for ATFM-TCA on practical-size instances 
and seriously disturbed traffic situations at the Milano Malpensa (MXP) airport. In this paper, the MXP airport 
structure and traffic flows are discussed at high level while alternative graph formulations of the ATFM-TCA 
problem are given in [8,13].      
To improve the effectiveness of air traffic control in presence of serious disturbances and for large time 
horizons, this paper introduces a new decision support system based on a rolling horizon framework. The main 
objective is to investigate the potential benefits of an optimization-based solver for the real-time management of 
aircraft traffic flows at MXP TCA. We consider randomly delay scenarios and analyze the effects of various 
disturbed traffic conditions in large time prediction horizons. The optimization procedures are evaluated in terms 
of computation time, delay and travel time minimization.   
The paper is organized in four sections. Section 2 gives high level description of the DSS. First, we introduce 
the rolling horizon approach. Second, we report on the optimization tool used at each stage. Third, we briefly 
illustrate the multi-stage approach. Section 3 presents the abstract problem formulation, the set of disturbances 
and the computational results on the optimization algorithms and on the rolling horizon approach settings. The 
experiments are shown for sets of delayed aircraft and for a disrupted runway. Section 4 concludes the paper and 
outlines the ongoing research.   
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2. Methodology  
2.1. Rolling horizon approach  
Figure 1 introduces the general structure of the rolling horizon approach that is a temporal and spatial problem 
decomposition. We consider a time horizon of traffic prediction (T) as composed by a roll period and a look-
ahead period. Given currently available and predicted information on the operational conditions, the rolling 
horizon mechanism delivers the scheduling plan periodically for every roll period (single stage optimization 
problem). The look-ahead period is defined as the time period from the end of the roll period to the end of the 
current traffic prediction. This iterative mechanism complicates the scheduling aspect compared to single 
optimization run, due to overlapping time periods and to the operational constraints related to the transition 
between consecutive stages. The traffic prediction T is repeated till the computation of the overall traffic 
prediction (multi-stage optimization problem).   
 
 
Figure 1: Rolling horizon approach: example with five time horizons of traffic prediction (the roll period is pre-defined) 
2.2. Single-stage solver 
Figure 2 describes the architecture of our optimization-based solver for the single stage problem that is in 
charge of computing an aircraft schedule and then looking for better aircraft routing solutions. Given a timetable, 
the current status of the network, a default route and a set of rerouting options for each aircraft, the one-stage 
solver performs an iterative search and returns the best scheduling and routing solution.  
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At the first run of the iterative procedure, the rescheduling module considers the default routes. When a 
feasible schedule is found, the aircraft rerouting module verifies whether a rerouting option, leading to a 
potentially better solution, exists. In general, our procedure is designed to work with multiple rerouting options. 
However, in our computational experiments the rerouting module evaluates one new aircraft route at each 
iteration. For each changed route, aircraft travel times and separation times in our problem formulation are 
modified accordingly [13]. Whenever rerouting is performed, the aircraft rescheduling module computes a new 
schedule of aircraft movements. The iterative procedure returns the best solution found when a stopping criteria 
is reached, i.e., a given time limit of computation is reached. 
The aircraft rescheduling sub-problem is modeled in terms of alternative graph formulation [8,12,13]. To 
solve the sub-problem, the following algorithms are used. As rule-based method, first in first out (FIFO) is 
considered, taking aircraft ordering decisions one at a time by assigning each conflicting resource to the first 
aircraft requiring it. This local rule requires no look-ahead control action. According to [2], FIFO is a common 
dispatching rule, even if human controllers may adjust the FIFO sequence in order to recover possible infeasible 
decisions. As optimization method, the truncated branch and bound (BB) algorithm of [8] is used to solve the 
look-ahead problem to near-optimality. The search scheme used in this paper branches with priority on 
sequencing aircraft on the runways. 
The aircraft rerouting sub-problem solved by a tabu search (TS) based on the approach of [6]. A detailed 
description of the algorithmic setting of TS can be found in [13]. With TS+BB, we indicate the tabu search 
algorithm for the rerouting module combined with the BB algorithm for the rescheduling module. In the 
computational experiments, we fix a time limit of 5 seconds to the rescheduling module if combined with the 
rerouting module, and a time limit of 60 seconds for the single-stage procedure.  
2.3. Multi-stage solver  
Figure 3 gives high level formalization of the multi-stage solver. At each step of the rolling horizon approach, 
we adopt the single-stage solver. In the resulting graph we have, from the one hand, a number of new incoming 
aircraft entering the TCA. From the other hand, a subset of the aircraft of the previous time horizon are still in the 
TCA in the successive time horizon. So, at each stage the previous solution computed by the single-stage solver 
is analyzed and the aircraft that have not yet completed their trips in the TCA are passed as inputs for the next 
iteration. So, at each step a number of TCA resources are occupied by aircraft that still have to complete their 
processing. The multi-stage procedure lasts till the end of the overall traffic prediction or till an infeasibility is 















Figure 3: Multi-stage solver based on the rolling horizon approach and using the single-stage solver 
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3. Case study  
This section presents the abstract formulation of the airport under study. Traffic disturbances are generated to 
evaluate the performance of the DSS in case unexpected traffic variations. Computational results follow on the 
disturbance scenarios and on a temporarily blocked runway scenario.   
3.1. Airport model 
Figure 4 shows a TCA scheme of the MXP airport in which there are two runways (RWY 35L, RWY 35R), 
which can be used for departing or landing aircraft. The airport resources are 3 airborne holding circles (TOR, 
MBR and SRN, numbered 1-3), 11 air segments for landing procedures (4-14), two runways (16-17) and a 
common glide path (15). The latter resource (resource 15) includes two parallel air segments before the two 
runways for which, besides a minimum longitudinal distance between aircraft, traffic regulations also impose a 
minimum diagonal distance. 
 
 
Figure 4: Schematic view of Milano Malpensa airport: traffic situation with two landing and one departing aircraft 
Figure 4 presents an illustrative traffic situation with one take-off aircraft (C) and two landing aircraft (A and 
B). Each aircraft has a given route in the TCA and overtaking is not permitted within air segments in the TCA. 
Aircraft ordering decisions have to be taken on the common glide path (resource 15) between the two landing 
aircraft (A,B) and on the runway 17 between aircraft B and C.  
3.2. Traffic disturbances 
The instances considered in the experiments are derived from real routing and scheduling data collected for 
Milan Malpensa airport, in Italy. Each instance simulates disturbed traffic conditions in a time period of traffic 
prediction of three hours. In total, we have 20 instances: 10 instances are light disturbances (up to 5 minutes of 
random delay are applied to 1 to 5 aircraft every 15 to 60 minutes) and the other 10 are heavy disturbances (the 
random delays are up to 15 minutes).  
Table 1 describes the 20 disturbance scenarios we used to test the ATFM-TCA algorithms. For each instance, 
we simulate 3 hours of traffic flow prediction. Column 1 reports the number of arriving/departing aircraft. 
Columns 2-3 give the maximum and average entrance delays. Column 4 indicates the total travel time spent 
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(TTS) by all aircraft in the free-network (each aircraft is never delayed by other aircraft). Columns 5-7 show the 
routes considered for each time horizon. At the Malpensa TCA, we consider 3 types of routes: the Combined one 
(aircraft can change air and runway route), the Air one (aircraft can only change their air route), and the Runway 
one (aircraft can change the runway route, not their air route). All aircraft can be rerouted, but the departing 
aircraft are rerouted on the runways only.  
Table 1: Information on the instances generated for Milano Malpensa airport  
Landing /Departing Max Entrance  Avg Entrance Free-Net Aircraft Routes 
Aircraft Delay (sec) Delay (sec) Total TTS (sec) C A R 
66/51 895 53 58518 366 159 186 
3.3. Computational results  
We tested the DSS on a laboratory environment using real data of the Malpensa airport. The experiments are 
executed on a processor Intel i7 (2.84 GHz), 8 GB Ram and Linux operating system. The algorithms are 
implemented in AGLibrary, a software library developed at Roma Tre University.    
We next compare the solution methods on the following key performance indicators: (1) System 
configuration: roll and look-ahead periods are critical components of the rolling horizon approach. In this paper, 
these two components are fixed before the simulation starts. Event-based or other dynamic system configurations 
area discussed e.g. in [10]. (2) Computation time: one-stage and multi-stage computation times are evaluated for 
each system setting. (3) Delay and travel time minimization: maximum and average exit delays are quantified for 
each algorithm. (4) Nervousness indicators: the frequencies of timing and routing decision changes are studied 
between consecutive time horizons.  
Table 2 shows the results for the Malpensa instances of Table 1, each row gives the average results over the 20 
instances at the end of the 3 hours of traffic flow prediction. Specifically, Column 1 reports the algorithm tested. 
For the multi-stage approach we compare FIFO, BB with default routes and TS+BB with rerouting alternatives; 
the FIFO results are presented to have a comparison with a commonly adopted practical rule. We do not report 
the results of TS+FIFO since their performance is poor. For the single-stage approach we use BB truncated after 
400 seconds. Columns 2-3 give the time horizon and roll periods (in minutes), Columns 4-5 indicate the 
maximum and average exit delays (in seconds). Column 6 reports the total increase of travel time spent by all 
aircraft in the TMA besides their minimum traversing time (Delta TTS), in seconds. For an aircraft a landing at a 
runway r, let tar  and tae denote the actual landing time at r and the actual entrance time in the TMA, respectively. 
Let also τar  and τae denote the minimum landing time at r and the minimum entrance time in the TMA, computed 
disregarding the presence of the other aircraft. Then, the Delta TTS of aircraft a is (tar − tae) − (τa − τae). The 
computation is similar for departing aircraft. The Delta TTS indicator is interesting for energy consumption 
reasons, since the smaller is the Delta TTS of aircraft in the TMA, the smaller is the overall energy consumption. 
Columns 7-8 present the number of timing and routing decision changes between successive look-ahead periods. 
This is an indicator of how many times an algorithm changes a decision taken at the previous stage of the solving 
process. This value is clearly related to the rolling horizon setting and not only to the algorithm used by the 
single-stage solver. Columns 9-10 report the average computation time of the single-stage solver and of the 
multi-stage solver at the end of the overall traffic prediction.  
From the results in Table 2 we have a number of observations on specific algorithms and system setting  when 
comparing the proposed performance indicators. For each algorithm, the best values of the performance indicator 
are shown in bold when comparing the various system settings.  FIFO is the worst algorithm in terms of delay 
and travel time, but it changes a few timing decisions during the multi-stage process. The best system setting for 
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this algorithm is the smallest time horizon and roll period. Intuitively, this is due the myopic view of the rule-
based procedure that takes decisions locally and on the spot.   
For this set of instances, the single-stage BB is the best algorithm in terms of delay minimization. However, 
BB computes the optimal solution for one instance only within the time limit of computation.  Regarding the 
rolling horizon approaches, BB outperforms FIFO in terms of delay and travel time reduction. However, BB 
often requires more timing changes between consecutive time horizons. The BB computation time is larger than 
FIFO but still within 2 minutes for its best configuration. The solver setting with BB for aircraft rescheduling and 
TS for aircraft rerouting presents good performance compared to FIFO and is the best algorithm of the multi-
stage approach in terms of travel time reduction. However, the computation time for the multi-stage approach 
with rerouting is quite large since a maximum time of computation of 60 seconds is required when solving each 
single-stage.  BB+TS seems a viable multi-stage system setting only if the CPU requirement would become 
lower. Furthermore, BB+TS requires a significant number of timing and routing changes between consecutive 
time horizons.   















Num Comp time (sec) 
Changed Single Multi 
Algo (min) (min) (sec) (sec) (sec) Times Routes Stage Stage 
 15 5 1141 382 53246 6.1 - 0.06 1.9 
 15 10 1150 385 53468 5.7 - 0.05 1.0 
 15 15 1153 385 53699 8.6 - 0.05 0.7 
FIFO 30 10 1156 385 53439 0.1 - 0.09 1.4 
(sched.) 30 20 1153 385 53454 3.9 - 0.08 0.7 
 30 30 1156 386 53628 5.1 - 0.09 0.6 
 45 15 1151 385 53481 0.2 - 0.14 1.4 
 45 30 1156 386 53499 0.9 - 0.13 0.8 
 15 5 607 68 7334 11.7 - 10.30 350.3 
 15 10 603 66 7646 5.9 - 6.03 108.6 
 15 15 617 69 7811 5.6 0 12.10 145.2 
BB 30 10 617 68 6865 5.5 - 52.06 832.9 
(sched.) 30 20 621 69 7376 0.4 - 53.98 485.8 
 30 30 618 68 6864 5.2 - 51.92 311.5 
 45 15 606 67 7209 3.7 - 53.14 531.4 
 45 30 618 69 6892 5.2 - 52.23 313.4 
 15 5 691 108 6375 5.1 70.55 60 2040 
BB 15 10 666 107 7019 3.2 19.5 60 1085 
(sched.) 15 15 668 107 7897 2.8 10.65 60 723 
+ TS 30 10 663 110 7206 3.2 43.1 60 965 
(rerout.) 30 20 632 91 8520 0.2 15 60 543 
 30 30 662 108 7929 3 5.6 60 362 
 45 15 658 101 8130 2.1 37.65 60 604 
 45 30 663 106 7888 2.6 14.4 60 362 
BB [8] 180 - 610 70 8604 - - 380 - 
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3.1. Temporarily blocked runway   
Table 3 shows the average results for the same entrance delays of Table 1 plus the addition of a disruption: 
runway 16 is blocked in the time window [60 min, 120 min]. The columns of Table 3 show the same type of 
information in Table 2. FIFO results are not shown due to the large number of infeasible schedules produced by 
this rule. Comparing the rolling horizon approaches in Table 3, BB is the best algorithm in terms of delay 
minimization, while BB+TS better minimizes travel times. For heavy disturbances, the rolling horizon 
approaches offer better quality solutions than the single stage BB.    















Num Comp time (sec) 
Changed Single Multi 
Algo (min) (min) (sec) (sec) (sec) Times Routes Stage Stage 
 15 5 1284 196 15589 49,3 - 40,76 1385,9 
 15 10 1144 218 17024 37,9 - 40,54 729,6 
 15 15 1221 250 17922 32,4 - 47,33 567,9 
BB 30 10 1815 334 22976 57,7 - 59,63 954,1 
(sched.) 30 20 1596 351 22207 31,7 - 58,54 526,9 
 30 30 1498 409 21179 22,1 - 57,96 347,7 
 45 15 1995 425 25509 44,6 - 59,87 598,7 
 45 30 1502 407 21487 22,4 - 58,80 352,8 
 15 5 1038 213 13693 39,5 98,05 60 2040 
BB 15 10 1055 248 14943 27,5 36,9 60 1080 
(sched.) 15 15 1059 249 15398 21,6 23,55 60 720 
+ TS 30 10 1339 314 19627 38,0 77,5 60 960 
(rerout.) 30 20 1237 318 18613 20,1 32,35 60 540 
 30 30 1254 355 17094 15,1 18,15 60 360 
 45 15 1399 342 19793 28,9 57,95 60 600 
 45 30 1286 368 17234 15,7 28,55 60 360 
BB [8] 180 - 1543 504 19676 - - 400 - 
4. Conclusions and further research directions  
This paper investigates the potential of optimal aircraft reordering and rerouting algorithms for the ATFM-
TCA problem. Computational results for the MXP airport demonstrate the effectiveness of our optimization 
procedures compared to FIFO. Overall, BB with fixed routes is the best algorithm in terms of delay minimization 
while TS+BB with optimized routes can better minimize travel times.    
Ongoing research is dedicated to the development of closed loop decision support systems for air traffic 
control, as well as the development of more efficient and effective reordering and rerouting algorithms in which 
the length of the roll and look-ahead periods change dynamically. Further research directions should consider 
stochastic disturbances occurring between consecutive time horizons, which require considering issues such as 
the robustness of a schedule and/or its adaptation to the disturbances. 
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